Dear Parents,
As you know we really value the contribution of
parents as volunteers in our school. In saying this, you
would also be aware that being a volunteer comes
with it certain responsibilities and an expected code of
conduct.
As educators, we are passionate about protecting the
rights of children. You are therefore asked to read and
reflect on the reminders below so that we are all very
clear about the expectations we have in regard to
parent conduct, both in and out of our school.
Confidentiality and Parent Help
It is deemed a privilege to work with other people’s
children in our school and parent volunteers are bound
by a code of confidentiality.
Any observations or concerns that you have about a
child, or children you are working with, or come into
contact with, should be either kept to yourself, or
communicated to the class teacher, or, if of a more
serious nature, to the Leadership Team, but NOT with
the parents of the child, or with any other persons
outside of the school.
Comments regarding children’s behaviour or learning
can be highly sensitive, and if taken out of context,
can cause great distress to the parents of a child,
especially if they hear about such issues through a
third party, rather than directly from the teacher, who
has ‘the whole’ picture of a child, as opposed to a
single snapshot taken by a parent.
Children have a reputation and a right to be
respected. The best way to think about this, especially
if you are tempted to talk about another person’s
child, is to stop and ask yourself the question, “Would
I want other parents talking about MY CHILD, or any
aspect of my child’s learning or behaviour, with others,
especially in my absence?”
Phoning Other Parents
From time to time a parent phones another parent,
telling them something that their child is doing or
saying at school (as seen or heard by themselves or as
communicated by their child). Clearly this is unhelpful
and potentially stressful for the parent on the
receiving end of the call. If you have a concern, you are
advised to share your concern with the classroom
teacher and not take it upon yourself to phone a
parent and pass on information that again, is unlikely
to be ‘the whole picture’.
All of the above also relates to how we treat and talk
about other adults in and out of our school. Respect
and integrity are highly prized in our community. It is
an expectation that we are all modelling these
important values each and every day.
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